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1 Introduction 

As an agglutinative language, the main noun formation process of Turkish is suffixation. The 

roots, whether simple or complex, undergo almost no alternations during the process apart from 

a few exceptional ones. (1) is an example of a derived noun, with go z (en. eye) being the root to 

which several derivational morphemes are attached. 

(1) Turkish English 

 go z eye 

 go z-lu k eyeglasses 

 go z-lu k-çu  optician 

 go z-lu k-çu -lu k occupation of an optician 

 Despite this rather regular word formation process, there are very few morphological 

analysers processing derivational forms developed in the fields of NLP (i.e. Ço ltekin, 2014), not 

to mention morphosemantic analysers. 

 In the linguistic field, several studies and language teaching books provide a description of 

derivational morphemes. Nevertheless, none offer a comprehensive and systematic description 

of these morphemes (Bazin, 1994; Adalı, 2004; Go ksel & Kerslake, 2005; Korkmaz, 2014; etc) 

especially in regard to the description of their semantics. Some works propose a semantic study 

of the morphemes (Bilgin et. al, 2003; O ztu rk, 2016) but as it is not the main focus of those 

works, they seem insufficient to be used as a base in our research. 

 Our research aims to systematise the semantic description of nominal morphemes in 

Turkish, with the goal of creating a computerised derivational resource. This line of research has 

been conducted in many languages within theoretical linguistics as well as the Natural Language 

Processing field (Talamo et al., 2016; Bagasheva, 2017; Namer et al., 2019; etc). The lack of such 

research in Turkish is the primary motivation behind our study.  

 The main question we are concerned with is how to systematise the semantic description of 

morphemes. How can we turn the glosses and semantic explanations, unique to each author in 

the studies mentioned above, into a systemic unified set of categories? A systemic description 

implies a depiction of, or an attempt to depict, the semantic regularities in an analysis of a 

derivational lexicon. 

 This study presents the process of establishing this set of semantic categories. First, we tried 

to take advantage of existing works in this field, even if none have been proposed specifically for 

the description of the Turkish language. In comparative semantic research in derivational 

morphology of Bagasheva (2017), however, Turkish is part of the languages described. As briefly 

discussed in section 2, this set of universal categories proposed by Bagasheva does not meet our 

expectations for a systemic description of the semantics of nominal morphemes. That is why we 

directed our research towards another resource, Wordnet (Miller et al. 1990; Fellbaum, 1998), 

which was not specifically designed for the description of morphosemantics, but which has been 

applied in recent research in French morphosemantics (Namer et al., 2019). 



2 Semantic categories for affixes in Bagasheva (2017) 

One of the most recent cross-linguistic research in semantics of derivational morphology is 

Bagasheva’s work presented in Comparative semantic concepts in affixation (2017). She defines 

51 semantic categories for both local (in the sense of one language), and comparative research, 

applied to different types of derivation.  

 In Bagasheva’s paper, the set of semantic categories is presented in an alphabetically ordered 

table. The table is made of three columns: the name of the concept (Comparative semantic 

concept), then a short definition (Emergent meaning) of the concept and one or two examples 

usually in Bulgarian and English (2). 

(2) a. ABILITY | Possibility to be processed in a particular way | Eng. readable readability / 

Bul. c etiven   c etivnost 

      b. AGENT | Performer of an activity/ Name of a profession, job, title or permanent activity | 

      Eng. killer / Bul. ubiec ‘killer’; pekar ‘baker’ 

 The proposed semantic categories are of different levels of granularity: from basic and 

general concepts, like ABILITY and AGENT, see e.g. (2), to more specific concepts with more 

detailed definitions, e.g. (3). Nevertheless, in concrete terms, the hierarchical differences 

between the semantic categories are neither formally established by the author, nor visible in 

their description.  

(3) a. FEMALE | Female representative of a human type/profession | Eng. actress / Bul. 

c istnica ‘woman fastidious about cleanliness’ 

        b. UNDERGOER | Entity that undergoes an action that changes its state | Saami 

c uhppojuvvot ‘to be cut (of somebody)’ 

 After a test phase on 50 items, we concluded that this set was unsuitable for the description 

of Turkish nominal morphemes in our framework. The test phase was divided into 4 steps (but 

we will not explain in detail due to limited space): 1. selection of the categories that fits or may fit 

in the nominal derivational process in Bagasheva’s set, 2. creation of a corpus of 50 derived 

Turkish nouns for annotation, 3. annotation of the morphemes in the corpus, 4. verification of 

the annotation and observation of the results presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Results of the corpus annotation 

Match to a semantic category Number of matches % of matches 

Perfect match 25 50% 

Several matches 7 14% 

No match 18 36% 

3 Methodology for the definition of semantic categories 

From the observation mentioned in 2., we have been able to define the properties of our set of 

semantic categories for the description of Turkish nominal morphemes. In the following section, 

we will first present those. Then we will present our baseline, WordNet adapted to the 

description of Turkish morphosemantics. 

3.1 Properties of the set 

We have defined properties for the set of semantic categories, 4 in number. The following 

subsections present and discuss those properties. 



3.1.1 An open-source project  

Another side of our research is that we aim to be part of open research. This means that the 

finalised resources will be available for any usage in the fields of linguistics and NLP. In our study 

case, this research is part of a wider project and will be integrated in a morphosemantic analyser 

for assisted learning of derived nouns in Turkish.  

 This aspect of our research is an important feature to take into account in the process of 

establishment because it has a direct impact in the way we define our semantic categories.  

 Consequently, it is the main criteria in the choice of its modelisation for the resulting 

computerised resource we created. An ontology is by definition coherent in its structure and can 

be shared for different purposes. It is a modelisation of knowledge understandable by a 

community of people and readable by computerised resources. That is why we decided to 

implement the set of categories in an ontological structure we called Semantu rk which aims to 

provide a comprehensive and structured database of semantic information for nominal 

derivatives in the Turkish language. 

3.1.2 A hierarchically structured and organised set 

A simple alphabetically ordered set is not enough to render the semantics of morphemes. 

Therefore, the most striking criteria is to have an organised and structured set of semantic 

categories. It is necessary for the semantic categories to be linked to each other in a hierarchical 

structure as: 

- it has different levels of granularity; the hierarchy helps bring these granularities in the 

semantics of the morphemes out; 

- moreover, it guarantees a match for all of the morphemes under study since there is a 

possible fallback if a morpheme does not match with a really specific semantic category. 

3.1.3 Non-ambiguous categories 

The most important feature is minimum ambiguity: the semantic categories have to be 

interpretable. The aim is to describe the semantics of the morphemes in order to comprehend 

the sense the morphemes convey in a derivational process. So we paid considerable attention to 

define the categories without ambiguity.  

 Another reason is related to the first property we presented in 3.1.1: this research has to be 

exploitable for any usage. As we previously said, in the case of our usage, the semantic categories 

are to be integrated in a morphosemantic analyser for Turkish learners. So the categories will be 

described in two aspects, first with a linguistic identifier and a definition accessible for non-

linguist users.  

3.1.4 Usage in other languages 

To have a set of categories applicable, or at the very least partly applicable, to other languages 

would be an added value as future works in comparative morphosemantics would be possible. 

The hierarchical nature of this research would, a priori, render such a work possible since not all 

languages have the same levels of granularity in their morphosemantics. 

3.2 Discussion: WordNet for a morphosemantic description? 

Wordnet is a lexical database, applied and adapted to a large variety of languages. The semantic 

components present semantic primes called Unique Beginners and are 25 in number. They were 

not designed specifically for the description of the morphosemantics of languages as in 

Bagasheva (2017) but structured to form pairs of words called synsets that are semantically 

related. Initially built for English, WordNet has since been applied and adapted to many 

languages around the world and is well-established research. 



 A recent work Demonext (Namer et al., 2019) used Wordnet’s set of semantic categories to 

describe French morphosemantics. It seems to offer a sufficient granularity in order to describe 

the morphosemantics of derived words in French. Observing morphologically related synsets, 

alternations in the meaning can be rendered by the attribution of Unique Beginners to each 

element of the pair. (4) is an example from Huguin et. al (2022) who worked on the semantic 

component of Demonext words. It presents the alternation mentioned for words derived with 

the morpheme -eur, alternating from ARTIFACT to PERSON as in (4). 

(4) French  code; codeur {ARTIFACT; PERSON}  

      English  code; coder {ARTIFACT; PERSON} 

 Inspired by this work, we decided to test and adapt the WordNet’s set for the description of 

derived nouns in Turkish as it meets the criteria discussed in 3.1. The semantic components of 

Wordnet are constructed in the hierarchical principle as well, with different levels of granularity. 

We adapted them to match the description of Turkish nominal morphemes.  
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